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Abstract: This paper proposes that the outer boundary of the "firmly-closed"
region should be represented by field lines with the adiabaticity parameter, K, equal to
unity at the equator, where K2 is the ratio between the radius of the field-line curvature
and the Larmor radius of an ion with 1 keV of energy. Just outside the boundary
where K = 1, plasma particles (primarily ions) can be nonadiabatically accelerated in
the presence of the dawn-to-dusk electric field. An inwardly convecting flux tube will
attain the maximum content of nonadiabatically accelerated particles when it passes
the K-1 boundary. Thus, the K = 1 boundary outlines the region of the plasma
population with a maximum content of nonadiabatically accelerated particles. In
addition, the field lines with K = 1 are shown to have a minimum field strength of
roughly 1 nT at the equator. From this fact, a field line with K < 1 may not be
considered as being "firmly-closed" in the sense that such a field line may easily merge
with an interplanetary field line. The outer boundary of the nightside firmly-closed
region in the Tsyganenko model has an IMF Bz dependence that is consistent with
observations. Moreover, this boundary is found to be "distorted", favonng the
generation of region 1 field-aligned currents.

1.

Introduction

Several authors (e.g., Birn et al., 1991; Elphinstone et al., 1991; Nishitani, 1992)
have attempted to determine the outer (higher L values) boundary of the closed region
of the Earth magnetosphere, using the Tsyganenko magnetic field models (Tsyganenko,
1987, 1989). In these reports, the boundaries were simply defined as those traced along
the field lines to some specific a priori limit in the tail region. For a review of these
works, see the introduction of Yamamoto et al., 1999a (hereafter referred to as Y99).
Y99 introduced a new definition of the outer boundary of the (nightside) "firmly
closed" closed region. This boundary was defined as consisting of the field lines along
which the magnetic field strength, B, drops to a critical level, Be , of a few nanoteslas or
less. If the magnetic field strength along a field line drops below Be , the field line tends
to merge with a field line that originates from the solar wind, i.e. , an interplanetary field
line, since the amplitude of the fluctuating magnetic fields in the solar wind is normally
of the order of 1 nT. Hence, field lines where Be < 1 nT cannot be regarded as being
"firmly-closed". All field lines inside the outer boundary of the firmly-closed region are
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supposed to be invariably closed, since they are unperturbed by temporal fluctuations of
the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), which have amplitudes of the order of 1 nT.
Notably, according to such open/closed demarcation, the polar cap could be found on
the nightside polar ionosphere when the IMF is weakly northward, i. e. , Bz is a few
nanoteslas. (In this paper, the polar cap is defined as being encircled by the outer
boundary of the firmly-closed region.) This idea is consistent with satellite observa
tions of particle precipitation during such IMF conditions (e.g., Makita et al., 1988).
When conventional open/closed demarcation based on a neutral line are used, however,
no nightside open region is predicted because the neutral line is not formed in the
magnetotail region when the IMF Bz is appreciably above zero.
The present paper redefines the outer boundary of the nightside firmly-closed region
in an attempt to establish an open/closed criterion that is more appropriate for use with
injection boundaries. Here, the outer boundary is defined as consisting of the field lines
with the parameter of adiabaticity (Buchner and Zelenyi, 1989; Ashour-Abdalla et al.,
1995), IC, equal to unity at the equator, where IC2 gives the ratio between the radius of the
field-line curvature and the Larmor radius of an ion with 1 keV of energy. (Perpendicu
lar energy mvi 12 is 2/3 keV, where m is the ion mass and v_i_ is the velocity component
perpendicular to the magnetic field.) Just outside of the boundary where IC = 1, plasma
particles (primarily ions) can be nonadiabatically accelerated in the presence of the
dawn-to-dusk electric field. Around the IC = 1 boundary, an inwardly convecting flux
tube is assumed to attain the maximum content of nonadiabatically accelerated particles.
Thus the IC::::::: 1 boundary outlines the region of the plasma population that has the
maximum content of nonadiabatically accelerated particles. In this paper, the outer
boundary of the nightside firmly-closed region is numerically determined using the 1996
Tsyganenko model (Tsyganenko, 1995; Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996), which is hereaf
ter referred to as the (original) T96 model. Practically, as will be shown in Section 3,
the boundary determined using the criterion of IC = 1 is generally close to the boundary
determined using Be= 1 nT. (This reflects the fact that the field-line curvature does not
much change along the equicontour of Be= 1 nT.) Therefore, as stated above, a field
line where IC< 1 will easily merge with a field line originating from the solar wind with
magnetic field fluctuations of ::::::: 1 nT in amplitude. In other words, the field lines where
IC< 1 cannot be regarded as being "firmly-closed". For simplicity, the phrase "firmly
closed region" is often abbreviated to "closed region".
Another important finding of Y99 is that the ionospheric projection of the average
magnetic drift velocity of an isotropic ion fluid has an equatorward component on the
duskside of the outer boundary of the closed region and a poleward component on its
dawnside, respectively. This fact can be regarded as a signature of the convection
distortion of that boundary, which was earlier suggested as a possible generation
mechanism for the nightside region 1 field-aligned current (FAC) (Yamamoto et al. ,
1996; Yamamoto and Inoue, 1998). Assuming an (inward) gradient of the energy
density of the plasma particles near the outer boundary of the closed region, Y99
estimated the intensity of the region 1 FAC that would be generated at this location.
The estimated value was comparable to observed values.
The main purpose of the present paper is to demonstrate the IMF Bz dependence of
the distortion of the outer boundary of the nightside closed region, using the T96 model.

Distortion of outer boundary of closed region
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The distortion occurs for all ranges of the model parameters examined in the present
study (probably for any physically probable situation) as long as the polar cap exists,
where the polar cap is defined as being encircled by the K = 1 boundary. If the IMF B z
is less than a few nanoteslas (although this critical value depends on other parameters in
the model), the distortion is sufficient to produce a region 1 field-aligned current of
observable intensity. As the IMF Bz decreases, the distortion becomes more sig
nificant, producing more intense region 1 currents while the polar cap expands.
2.

Modification of the T96 model

The terrestrial magnetic field assumed in the present paper is a combination of the
dipole field, the field originating from the extraterrestrial current source modeled by
Tsyganenko (1995) and Tsyganenko and Stern (1996), and the additional uniform field
representing the IMF penetration into the magnetosphere. Hereafter, the combination
of the first two components is referred to as the original T96 model. This section gives
a brief description of the original T96 model as well as the reason for modifying it by the
addition of the above-mentioned third component.
The magnetic field configuration in the original T96 model is parametrized by the
IMF B y and Bz components, the solar wind dynamic pressure, Payn, and the DsT index.
(In this paper, the solar-magnetospheric coordinates (X, Y, Z) are used.) In principle,
this parametrization allows one to study the properties of the terrestrial magnetic field
that are dependent on these parameters in wide numerical ranges. However, statistical
field models are usually expected to provide a good description of the actual magneto
sphere during quiet to moderately-disturbed periods, rather than severely disturbed ones
(e.g. , with KP> 4). The reason for this is that the distribution of plasma particles, the
magnetospheric/ionospheric currents and the electric/magnetic fields are all so change
able, both temporally and spatially, during disturbed periods, that it may be inappropri
ate to apply a statistical model to such a magnetospheric state. Therefore, this study
focuses on cases with relatively small magnitudes of IMF Bz , Payn and DsT ( < 0). The
effects of IMF B y and dipole tilt are not considered; they are set at zero. (The IMF B y
dependence of the outer boundary of the closed region will be investigated in the near
future.) The magnetic field described in this paper thus has the following basic
characteristics: (1) The magnetic field at the equator, Beg , has only a Z-component
because the field lines in a model that does not consider dipole tilt are symmetric with
respect to the X-Y plane. (2) At least in the tail region, the magnitude of Beq gives the
minimum strength of B along a geometrically closed field line. (3) The field lines are
also symmetric with respect to the Z-X plane, because of the absence of an IMF B y
component. (For this reason, only the duskside halves of the two-dimensional plots of
various quantities on the equatorial and ionospheric planes are shown in this paper, with
the exception of Figs. 7 and 9a.)
In the original T96 model, the interplanetary magnetic field penetrating the
magnetosphere is even smaller on the nightside than on the dayside. For this reason, the
following features appear. (1) Even if the IMF B z is less than -5 nT, a neutral line is
not formed in the tail region of -150 RE <X, where RE is the Earth radius. (2) Even
if the IMF Bz increases to even greater than 5 nT, a wide open region (radius of -10
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degrees in latitude) remains on the ionosphere. These facts are exemplified by Figs. 1
and 2. Figure 1 shows the profile of the Z-component of Beg , B eg (X), along the X-axis
on the equatorial plane for IMF Bz = -10, -5, 0, 5 and lOnT, in the case of Pdyn=
1 nPa and Ds T - -20 nT. The magnetic field B eg (X) is positive in a wide range of
-150 RE<X, meaning that a neutral line is not formed in the middle to near-Earth tail.
Figure 2 shows the ionospheric projection of equicontours of B eg = 0.1 and 0.01 nT on
the equatorial plane in the case of IMF Bz = lOnT, Pdyn= 1 nPa and DsT= -20 nT.
(Lines of B eq= 0.1 and 0.01 nT on the equatorial plane are mapped along the field lines
onto the ionosphere. Hereafter, these lines are simply referred to as the B eq= 0.1 line
and the B eg = 0.01 line, either on the equatorial or ionospheric plane.) On the equatorial
plane, the B eq= 0.01 line is quite close to the neutral line. On the ionospheric plane, the
proximity of the B eq= 0.1 line to the Beg= 0.01 line, as shown in Fig. 2, implies that the
B eq= 0.01 line practically represents the (virtual) ionospheric projection of the neutral
line, namely the B eg = +Oline in the limit of B eq-+O. Consequently, in Fig. 2 any field
line emanating from the ionospheric region surrounded by the B eg = 0.01 line (except for
points very near the line) will not reach the equatorial tail region; in other words, the
region inside the B eq= 0.01 line may be regarded as open.
The above-mentioned features (1) and (2) in the original T96 model are inconsis
tent with satellite observations (e.g., Lin et al. (1991) is inconsistent with (1); Makita
et al. (1988) is inconsistent with (2)). To ensure that the model conforms with
observations, the penetration of IMF Bz into the tail region must be enhanced. In the
present study, a small fraction of the IMF Bz , which is a parameter in the original T96
model, is uniformly added to the original model field. This additional component of
IMF penetration is designated as B"z. In the modified model that includes B"z, the
neutral line is formed in the near-Earth or middle tail when the IMF Bz is below minus
a few nanoteslas and the polar cap almost disappears when the IMF Bz exceeds several
nanoteslas (see Section 3). Throughout this work, the ratio of B"z to IMF Bz is fixed at
0.15, unless otherwise stated.
Finally, a brief comment is made on the validity of the linear superposition of a
small fraction of the IMF on the magnetospheric field as an effect of the IMF
penetration into the magnetosphere. The IMF can influence the magnetic field inside
the magnetosphere by direct and indirect ways. Since the magnetosphere is exposed to
the IMF maintained by the global current system configured in the solar wind,
application of the Biot-Savart law shows that the magnetic field inside the magneto
sphere must be described by the addition of the IMF to the fields originating from
currents on the magnetopause and inside the magnetosphere as well as the Earth. (The
induced field is neglected for the steady magnetosphere-solar wind interactive system.)
However, the magnetosphere will diamagnetically respond to the IMF, acting to reduce
the IMF inside it by changing the magnetopause and magnetospheric currents. Since
such diamagnetic responses are complicated, one may examine the results from the
global MHD simulation of the IMF effect on the magnetosphere to obtain a general
perspective. For example, Usadi et al. (1993) simulated the dynamics of the magneto
sphere in response to a change in the IMF from Bz = 0 to -5 nT. About one hour after
the southward turning of the IMF at X = 20 RE, the Bz at the equator (on the Sun-Earth
line) remained positive in the middle to distant tail region, although a reconnection
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Profile of the Z-component of Beq, B eq (X), along the X-axis on the equatorial plane for
IMF B2= -1 0, -5, 0, 5 and JOnT, in the case of Pctyn = lnPa and Dsr = -20nT. The
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occurred in the near-Earth tail. About one hour later, the Bz at the equator was
negative throughout an extended region of -90 RE (simulation boundary) < X :S;
-20 RE , implying that a roughly uniform penetration of IMF Bz into the middle to
distant tail had occurred with a penetration rate of :::::: 10%. This simulation also shows
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that the Bz at the equator is maintained above 1 nT in the tail about two hours after the
northward turning to B z = 5 nT. Thus, a small fraction of the IMF Bz can probably
evenly pervade the tail region in an asymptotically steady state. As for the penetration
of IMF B y, Fairfield ( 1979) showed by observations that about 13% of the IMF B y
penetrates the magnetotail. Cowley and Hughes ( 1983) found that, on average, 28%
of the IMF By appears at geostationary orbit. From these theoretical and observational
findings, the IMF Bz penetration rate of 15% (B�=0. 15 XIMF Bz ) used in the present
work may be reasonable as a lowest approximation of the IMF effect, as long as the
application of the model is limited to the study of the magnetosphere that has been
immersed in a steady IMF for at least a few hours.
3. Outer boundary of the firmly-closed region
Figures 3a and 3b show the equicontours of B eq and K (defined in section 1),
respectively, on the equatorial X-Y plane for the case of IMF Bz = -4 nT, Pctyn= 1 nPa
and DsT = -20 nT. The location of the magnetopause, which is dependent only on Pctyn
in the T96 model, is also indicated. In Fig. 3a, the neutral line is positioned at -80:::;:
X (RE)< -70. Note that without the additional penetration of IMF Bz, the neutral
line is positioned around X;::;:; -250 RE in the far distant tail (see Fig. 1). If a larger
penetration is used (for example, a B� value equivalent to 30% of the IMF B z ), the
neutral line is formed in the near-Earth tail for the above-mentioned case of IMF Bz =
-4 nT. The B eq equicontouts for the case of 30% penetration can be obtained by
subtracting 15% of 4 nT from the B eq values in Fig. 3a. Hence, the B eq = 0.6 line in Fig.
3a would correspond to the neutral line for the 30% penetration.
Figure 4a shows the ionospheric footprints of the B cq = 0.5 and 1.0 nT lines, while
Fig. 4b shows those of the K = 0.5 and 1.0 lines; the footprints are obtained by mapping
the equicontours in Figs. 3a and 3b, along the field lines, onto the ionospheric plane.
As is noted in Section 1, the K = 1.0 line is generally close to the B eq = 1.0 nT line because
the field-line curvature does not much change along this B eq equicontour. The present
paper assumes that the outer boundary of the firmly-closed region consists of the field
lines where K = 1.0. The K = 1 line in Fig. 4b is thus the ionospheric footprint of the
outer boundary of the closed region. Here it should be emphasized that the closed
region predicted from the neutral line is inconsistent with satellite observations. Figure
1 (from the original T96 model) indicates that a neutral line cannot be formed in any
region if only a small IMF B z of -0.05 nT penetrates the tail region. It follows that the
(nightside) open region disappears on the ionosphere under the condition of weakly
northward (Bz ;::::: 1 nT) IMF. This result disagrees with observations that during such
IMF periods, a distinct area is present, in which the electron precipitation except for the
polar rain is absent (Makita et al., 1988).
Figures 5 and 6 show the IMF Bz dependence of the polar cap, i.e., the ionospheric
footprint of the outer boundary of the firmly-closed region. The outer boundary is
found to shift toward the lower latitudes as the IMF Bz decreases. Namely, the polar
cap expands with decreasing IMF Bz. This result is consistent with the characteristics
of the polar cap inferred from satellite observations of particle precipitation (e.g.,
Akasofu et al., 1992). In Figs. 5 and 6, the polar cap can be identified even when the
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IMF Bz is a few nanoteslas; the polar cap is expected to disappear when the Bz exceeds
a certain value between 5 and 9 nT. These facts are also consistent with the aforemen
tioned observation by Makita et al. (1988) that the entire polar region is often filled with
burst-type soft ( < 500 eV) electron precipitation during periods of strongly northward
(Bz > 5 nT) IMF; during weakly northward IMF periods, a wide area that does not
contain such electron precipitation is present.
In concluding this section, additional comments (a)-(d) are made on the prop
erties of a boundary of the firmly-closed region with regard to particle behavior.
(a) So far, only ion behavior around the nonadiabatic/adiabatic boundary has been
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considered. Here, possible electron behavior is briefly discussed. As is assumed
above, the density of energized ions is higher inside that boundary than outside. In this
situation, ions tend to diffuse outwards across the boundary due to anomalous cross-field
scattering. The diffusion rate is enhanced by the nonadiabaticity of the ions. For
overall charge neutrality, electrons outside the boundary flow along the field lines
toward the ionosphere, while the ionospheric electrons just inside the boundary flow
away from the ionosphere. Thus, a pair of downward and upward field-aligned
currents are generated around the nonadiabatic/adiabatic boundary. As discussed by
Yamamoto et al. ( 1997), such field-aligned-currents may lead to an enhancement in
auroral luminosity along the poleward edge of the diffuse auroral region, as seen, for
example, in the horse-collar aurora (Hones et al., 1989). Another prediction of
importance to the present study is that plasma particles, including electrons around that
boundary, eventually 'diffuse' toward the outer magnetic shells and tend to escape to
interplanetary space, although some of them may be returned by convection.
(b) The parameter of adiabaticity weakly depends on the particle energy; namely,
adiabaticity is proportional to w :i: 114, where w is the ion perpendicular energy. For
_1_
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examp le, within a typical en ergy rang e of auroral ions ( 0.5 < w (k eV) < 5) , the
adiabaticity paramet er chang es only by a factor of 1.8.
(c) The nonadiabatic/adiabatic boundary is not necessarily sha rp , even if a sing le
valu e of partic le energy is sp ecified. Boundary sharpn ess (i.e., th e radial or latitudina l
scale length) of th e 'nonadiabaic to adiabatic ' transition is expect ed to depend on the
I MF B z und er the conditions of st eady solar wind and steady magn etosphere. In th e
case of I MF B 2 - 4n T (s ee Fig . 4) , the K = l and K = 0.5 lines a re clos ely spac ed
_1_

=
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°

( <0.5 in latitude) on the ionospheric plane, implying a relatively sharp boundary. On
the other hand, when IMF Bz <". 0, the corresponding width is broader because the
K ::::: 1 lines appear at the equator in the distant tail where K changes slowly with X. For
example, in the case of IMF B2 0 (the other parameters are the same as in Fig. 4), the
°
spacing of the K = 1 and K = 0.5 lines is about 3 around midnight, but smaller at other
local times.
(d) The K, = 1 boundary, with K defined for l.OkeV ions, is simply a measure of the
demarcation between field-line closure and openness as viewed with regard to plasma
particles. Despite such simplistic demarcation, the extent of the polar cap presumed
from the condition K = 1 is consistent with observations, as shown above. The observa
tion of a wide polar cap during weakly northward IMF periods could not be explained
using the traditional open/close demarcation based on the neutral line. To develop a
more sophisticated model for the open/close demarcation in terms of particle nonadia
baticity will require a numerical simulation for behavior of particles interacting with
fluctuating fields in the region of K ::::: 1. Such theoretical work will be necessary in the
future.
=

4.

Magnetic drift velocity on the boundary of firmly-closed region

This section discusses the average magnetic drift velocities of charged particles on
the outer boundary of the closed region. The magnetic drift (i.e. , gradient B drift plus
curvature drift) velocity can be crucial for charge separation near the outer boundary
because the energy density of the particles is assumed to change significantly there,
during periods of weakly northward to southward IMF. This charge separation is
assumed to produce the nightside region 1 field-aligned current (FAC) (see Yamamoto
and Inoue (1998)).
Assuming that the plasma pressure, p , is isotropic and uniform along the field lines,
the (quasi-steady) FAC density J 11 1 at the ionospheric height is given by the following
equation (Yamamoto et al. , 1996):
( 1)

J 11 1 = evm, 1 . V 1 E ,

where e ( > 0) is the electronic charge, V I denotes the gradient on the ionospheric plane,
and the positive value of J II I is for the FAC flowing away from the ionosphere, i.e. , the
upward FAC. Here, E is the flux tube energy content, which is defined as the total kinetic
energy of plasma particles contained in a flux tube with unit cross-sectional area at the
ionospheric height:

- S,

E - Js,

3p

Bl

2 B (s)

ds.

The average value of the ionospheric projection of the magnetic drift velocity per unit
energy, which is defined as follows :
-

S,
- 1
J
Rb s ,

Vm. 1 -

(s) Bl
S,, Bl
ds and Rb = J
ds,
W
B (s)
s, B (s )

Vm, 1

( 2)

where Vm. 1 (s) is the ionospheric projection of the magnetic drift velocity of the proton
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fluid with average energy W; s is the field -aligned distance, and Se and s1 are the
field-aligned distances at the equator and the ionospheric height, respectively; B (s) and
B1 are the magnetic field strengths at the distances s and s1 , respectively . The quantity
R b represents the volume of a flux tube with unit cross-sectional area at the ionospheric
height . The velocity V rn, 1 is derived from the gradient of R b ( Vasyliunas, 1970;
Yamamoto et al., 199 6) :
( 3)
where b 1 is the unit vector parallel to the ionospheric magnetic field B1 . Neglecting the
local time dependence of the flux tube energy content c along the outer boundary of the
closed region (see Section 3 of Y99), the current density J I 1 on the boundary is
determined by the component of Vrn. 1 perpendicular to it as well as the perpendicular
gradient of c (see eq. ( 1)) . Integrating J 11 1 across the boundary (in the perpendicular
direction), the FAC intensity, I, is approximately given by the following equation :
(4)
where (vrn. 1) 1 is the equatorward component (perpendicular to the boundary) of V rn . 1 ,
and [c ] is the net change ( > O) of c across the boundary. From e qs . ( 3) and (4), the
intensity I is found to be proportional to the gradient R b along the boundary :
( 5)
where l is the boundary-aligned distance on the ionospheric plane . By using the term
"distortion " to refer to oR b /81 -::/= 0 ( Yamamoto and Inoue, 1998), the production of the
region 1 F A C can be said to depend o n the distortion of the outer boundary of the closed
region .
In Fig . 7, the equicontours of Rb are plotted on the equatorial plane for the ca se of
IMF B z = O, Pct yn = 1 n Pa and DsT = - 20 n T . Here, Rb is normalized by the value of
R b , R bO , for the dipole field line with an equatorial distance of 7 Earth radii : R bo = 1.32
X 10 1 0 m. The contour of K = 1 is superposed on the figure . From this figure, R b is
found to change greatly along the K = 1 line, i.e. , the outer boundary of the closed region.
Figure 8 shows more e xplicitly how the flux tube volume Rb on the K = 1 line varies with
ML T (magnetic local time) for various IMF Bz in the case of Pct yn = 1 n Pa and DsT =
- 20 n T . For all the cases shown in Fig . 8, R b on the K = 1 line is minimized around
midnight and increases toward dusk or dawn . For IMF B z � 2, the total increase of R b
in the interval between 24 and 18 ML T is greater than a factor of 7 . As was discussed
in the appendix of Y99, this increase in R b can essentially be attributed to the increase
in the field-line length .
In Fig . 9, the perpendicular components of Vrn. 1 X ( 1 keV) on the K = 1 line are
plotted for IMF B z = - 4 n T (Fig . 9a), IMF B z = O (Fig. 9b), and IMF Bz = 4 n T ( Fig .
9c) in the case of Pct yn = 1 n Pa and DsT = - 20nT . As is e xpected from the gradients of
R b in Fig . 8 (see also eq. ( 3)), (v m. i) J_ is directed equatorward on the duskside and
poleward on the dawnside. Consequently, FACs in region 1 sense can be generated
a round the outer boundary of the closed region when the flu x tube energy content c has
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IMF Bz =O Pdyn = 1 nPa Dst = -20 nT
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Fig. 7. Equicontours of the flux tube volume Rb normalized by RbO (for
definitions, see text) on the equatorial plane, where IMF Bz = O, P ctyn = l
nPa and DsT = - 20 n T. The K = I line is superposed on the figure.
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Variations of the flux tube volume Rb = RbO along the K = l line (in Fig. 5a), for various
values of IMF Bz , where Pctyn = l nPa, DsT = -20 n T and B� = 0. 15 X IMF Bz .
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Fzg. 9.

Pe rpe ndzcu la r ( to the tc = l lz ne) compo ne nt of the ave rage mag ne tzc d rzft ve loc ity, ( vm. 1 ) 1
X (1 ke V) . pro1ec ted to the wnosphe re, fo r an wn fiu rd wz th an iso tropic pressu re a nd
a ve rage e ne rgy of 1 ke V zs plo tted alo ng the tc =1 li ne (z n Fzg. 5a). (a) IMF Bz = -4 n T,
( b) IMF Bz =O a nd (c) IMF Bz =4 n T. Fo r a l l cases, P di n = J nPa, D�1 = -20 nT a nd
Bz = 0.15 X IMF Bz .

an equatorward gradient at tha t loca tion. As a numerical example, suppose that R b I
Rbo- 100 and (v m. 1 L- l - 1 5 m/s/keV, and that the number den si ty and the average
energy of the plasma particles ju st inside the boundary are 0.04 cm- 3 and 3 ke V,
re spec tively. Then [E ] - 0. 12 (keVcm- 3 ) X l OORbO, and finally the PA C inten si ty in eq.
(4) i s estimated as J- 0.4 A/m. Thi s value is comparable to a typical intensity ( <: 0. 1
Alm) of the region 1 FACs ob served near the poleward edge of the region of auroral
particle precipitation (e.g., Fukuni shi et al., 199 3). Notably, the recent analy sis of
magne tic field per turbation mea sured from the EXOS- D satellite ( Yamamoto et al. ,
°
1999b) ha s revealed that the region 1 F A C is of ten concentra ted into a narrow ( - 0.5
in la titude) zone near the poleward edge of the auroral oval.
Finally, Fig. 10 shows ho w widely (in the parameter range) the boundary dis
tortion occurs : the ratio between the two value s of Rb at ML T = 18 and 24 hour s on the
same If, = 1 line is plotted against I MF Bz for P dyn = 1, 2 and 3 n Pa in the ca ses of (a)
DsT = - 20 nT and (b) DsT = - 50 nT. In case (b), the degree of distortion, i. e., R b
( MLT = 18)/R b ( 24) i s less than in case (a) under the same IMF (and Pctyn ) conditions.
This may be understood from the following fact : the more developed ring curren t in the
I
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Fig. 9.

Continued.

case with the lower DsT increases the equatorial magnetic field outside of the ring current
zone. The parameter K is then increased in the outer magnetic shells, but this increment
is smaller in the more distant regions. Therefore, in the midnight sector, the K = 1 line
for the lower DsT is located farther from the Earth than that for the higher DsT , meaning
a higher value of Rb (MLT = 24) on the K = 1 line for the lower DsT· Since Rb (18) is
insensitive to the DsT value, a smaller ratio of Rb (MLT = 18)/R b (24) is obtained for the
lower DsT . In passing, note that the smaller degree of distortion in the case with the
lower DsT does not necessarily mean the generation of weaker region 1 currents because
a higher level of flux tube energy content, E , would generally be expected in such a case.
From Fig. 10 it is found that the distortion is a general property of the outer
boundary of the closed region, and that when the IMF Bz is comparable to or less than
1 nT, the boundary distortion is significant enough to generate region 1 field-aligned
currents with observable intensities via a pressure gradient mechanism.
5.

Conclusions

This paper proposes that the outer boundary of the firmly-closed region should be
represented by field lines with the parameter of adiabaticity, K , equal to unity at the
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equator. The outer boundary can be numerically determined using the Tsyganenko
magnetic field model (1996). To include the penetration effect of IMF Bz, 15 % of the
IMF Bz (a parameter in the original T96 model) is uniformly added to the original field.
The outer boundary of the firmly-closed region in this modified model has the following
characteristics: (1) the size of the polar cap (defined to be encircled by the K = 1
boundary) on the ionosphere expands with decreasing IMF Bz, (2) a wide polar cap
exists when IMF Bz -:::::; 1 nT, and the polar cap disappears as Bz exceeds a certain level
between 5 and 9 nT, and (3) the outer boundary of the closed region is significantly
distorted when IMF Bz is comparable to or less than 1 nT, enabling region 1 field-aligned
currents with observable intensities to be generated by a pressure gradient mechanism.
These characteristics are all consistent with actual observations. Finally, it should be
emphasized that fact (2) cannot be explained using the traditional open/close demarca
tion based on the neutral line.
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